We compute CH * BG2 and CH * (BSpin 7 ) (2) , using in particular the stratification method introduced by Vezzosi. We also give some information on the Chow rings of the finite groups G2(q).
In a series of paper ( [28] , [30] , [29] ), Yagita has obtained the localised Chow ring CH * BG 2 ⊗ Z Z (2) . We point out that our proof is more elementary. Among other things, Yagita relies on the proof of the Bloch-Kato conjecture for p = 2 by Voevodsky, on motivic cobordism, and on the Atiyah-Hirzebruch motivic spectral sequence. By contrast, we use a theorem of Totaro's (3.1 below) which relates an algebraic group G to the normalizer of a maximal torus, and our proof is mainly a study of two subgroups of maximal rank in G 2 , together with a few elementary remarks on representation theory.
Our second result concerns the finite groups G 2 (q). In previous work cited above, we have obtained some information on the mod p Chow rings of these,
Organization of the paper.
This work is divided into two parts. The first is dedicated to G 2 : we give its definition, study two subgroups of maximal rank, and investigate the Chern classes of representations in sections 2, 3 and 4 respectively. The computation of CH * BG 2 is completed at this point. Then in §5 we make a few comments on the finite groups G 2 (q). This section is not needed to understand the sequel, unlike the beginning.
Part II is devoted to Spin 7 . We study its action under the spin representation in §6, in order to implement the "stratification method" in §7. We make use of Brown-Peterson cohomology in §8, and we put all the ingredients together in §9.
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Notations.
We shall explain most of the notations as we introduce them. However, we point out here that all references to algebraic geometry are to be understood over the complex numbers.
Note also that we will write SO(n), SU (n) or Spin(n), say, for compact Lie groups, while algebraic groups will be named SO n , GL n or Spin n . As the Chow ring CH * BG depends on the structure of G as an algebraic group, and not just on the underlying Lie group of complex points G(C), it may be important to distinguish, for instance, between SO n and SO n (C). However we have not pushed this to the extent of writing µ 2 for the cyclic group Z/2.
Part I: The Chow ring of G 2 and related finite groups §2. The group G 2 .
Definitions.
(See [2] .) A normed algebra over the reals is a finite dimensional, real vector space A with a product µ : A ⊗ A → A and a norm satisfying µ(x, y) = x · y . The dimension of A can only be 1, 2, 4 or 8, and in each respective case, there is only one possibility for A up to isomorphism: the field R of real numbers, the field C of complex numbers, the (non-commutative) field of quaternions H, and the non-associative algebra of Cayley numbers or octonions O.
The group G 2 is defined to be the group of automorphisms of O as an algebra (the uniqueness of O implies that an algebra automorphism automatically preserves norms). It is a compact, 1-connected Lie group of dimension 14 and rank 2. It is one of the five so-called exceptional Lie groups: these are the simple, 1-connected compact Lie groups which are not isomorphic to either SU (n), Spin(n) or Sp(n).
Let ∆ R denote the spin representation of Spin (7): it has real dimension 8 and we may see it as the vector space underlying O. In this way, G 2 can be seen as the subgroup of Spin(7) fixing the unit 1 ∈ O, and the action of G 2 on O is via Spin(7).
The algebraic group G 2 is the complexification of G 2 (see [6] , III, 8) . One possible definition is thus as follows: consider the inclusions G 2 ⊂ SO(7) ⊂ SO 7 ⊂ GL 7 , and define G 2 to be the Lie subgroup of GL 7 whose Lie algebra is the complexification g 2 ⊗ R C, where g 2 is the (real) Lie algebra of G 2 . However, one may also consider the complex algebra O ⊗ R C and define G 2 to be its group of automorphisms as an algebra. In any case, G 2 is a maximal compact subgroup of G 2 , and we have homotopy equivalences G 2 ≃ G 2 and BG 2 ≃ BG 2 .
The group G 2 comes equipped with a 7-dimensional representation which we denote V R , via G 2 → Spin(7) → SO(7). In fact, the spin representation ∆ R , when restricted to G 2 , splits as the direct sum of V R and a trivial 1-dimensional representation. Thus we may also regard V R as the action of G 2 on "purely imaginary" Cayley numbers, by which we mean the orthogonal complement of 1. The complexification of V R is denoted V C or simply V . It extends to a representation of G 2 .
Known information on the cohomology and Chow ring of G 2 .
Throughout this article, we let w i , resp. c i , denote the i-th Stiefel-Whitney class of V R , resp. the i-th Chern class of V C . Recall that c i = w 2 i in mod 2 cohomology ( [17] , problem 14-B).
It is then known that ( [4] ):
The rational cohomology, on the other hand, is:
where the first isomorphism follows from [8] (it would hold with G 2 replaced by any connected algebraic group); moreover, this ring is also isomorphic to (H * (BT, Q)) W where T denotes a maximal torus and W is the Weyl group. As for the integral Chow ring, Totaro proved that CH * BG 2 is generated by the classes c i , see [23] . One of the aims of this paper is to determine the relations between these. A priori, one only knows that 2c i = 0 when i is odd, since V has a real structure (equivalently, V is self-dual), and that c 1 = 0, for example because G 2 acts on V via SL 7 . §3. Subgroups of maximal rank Torus normalizers.
The following will be a crucial ingredient in our computations. A sketch of proof may be found in [24] . 
Given the strength of this result, it is natural to look for subgroups of G 2 containing a maximal torus.
The first example is as follows.
Proof. Recall that G 2 acts on the sphere S 6 with stabilizers SU (3). Pick an element x on S 6 and g ∈ G 2 which sends x to −x. Then g 2 belongs to the stabilizer S of x, so that together S and g generate an extension of SL 3 by Z/2. Moreover, the centre of SL 3 is Z/3 and H 2 (Z/2, Z/3) = 0, so the extension has to be split, and G 2 contains a semi-direct product SU (3) ⋊ Z/2. The result follows by taking complexifications.
Proof. Clearly, K possesses an element which normalizes the standard maximal torus in SL 3 , but does not belong to SL 3 . Since the Weyl group of G 2 has order 12 and that of SL 3 has order 6, it follows that K contains the full normalizer (in G 2 ) of a maximal torus T . (Recall that G 2 is reductive, so T is its own centraliser.) By theorem 3.1 above, the map CH * BG 2 → CH * BK is injective. Now, the Chow ring of SL 3 is torsion-free and this group has index 2 in K, so the result follows from the projection formula.
A subgroup isomorphic to SO 4 .
For a proof that G 2 also contains a copy of SO(4), we refer to [18] , II.5.7; see also [5] and [4] . We shall say more in remark 4.2 below.
Lemma 3.4 -The restriction map
Proof. Let T be a maximal torus in SO 4 , let N ′ = N SO 4 (T ) and N = N G2 (T ). Then N ′ has index three in N , so that any x ∈ CH * BN restricting to 0 in CH * BN ′ satisfies 3x = 0, and by theorem 3.1, the same is true for an x taken in CH * BG 2 , restricting to 0 in CH * BN ′ . By the corollary above, we must also have 2x = 0, so that x = 0, and the restriction map to N ′ is injective. The result follows. §4. Chern classes Representations of SO 2m .
We recall briefly a few facts concerning the representation theory of SO 2m . See [1] or better, [16] . Let W denote the standard representation, and let λ m = Λ m (W ) denote its m-th exterior power. Then λ m splits as the sum λ Then one has:
The Chern classes of λ + m will play an essential role in the case at hand, namely when m = 2. Indeed, consider the 7-dimensional representation V of G 2 . The weights for V are classically given as {0, ±x 1 , ±x 2 , ±x 3 }, where the Lie algebra tangent to a maximal torus in G 2 is seen as the subspace x 1 +x 2 +x 3 = 0 in a 3-dimensional vector space having dual basis given by the x i 's. In other words, the character of V restricted to T is
Since the character of W is τ 1 , this shows:
Remark 4.2. The above splitting may in fact be realised over R. The summand corresponding to λ + 2 is H, the algebra of quaternions, while W corresponds to the orthogonal complement H ⊥ . Now, SO(4) has maximal rank in G 2 , and looking at the Weyl groups shows that there is no connected group G with SO(4) G G 2 . Thus we see a posteriori that this SO(4) may be defined as the subgroup of G 2 preserving H (which can be seen directly to be connected).
This remark is due to Burt Totaro.
The Chow ring of BSO 4 .
As above, T is a maximal torus in SO 2m . Write
(Note that this is the only occasion in this paper where subscripts do not refer to the degree; each t i has (cohomological) degree 2.) Let us now recall the computation of the Chow ring of SO 2m . 
where the d i 's are the Chern classes of W and y m is a class restricting to
When m = 2, all these classes can be expressed in terms of Chern classes. Indeed, the total Chern class for W in CH * BT is
so that, after restricting to T , one has
). As for λ + 2 , the total Chern class is simply
and thus the second Chern class c 2 (λ + 2 ) = d 2 + y 2 after restricting to T (where we have chosen the sign of y 2 appropriately).
However, the theorem above ensures that CH 2 BSO 4 is torsion-free, while the restriction map CH * BG → CH * BT is always injective modulo torsion, for any linear algebraic group G with maximal torus T . Therefore the relation c 2 (λ
The Chow ring of G 2 .
We can now state and prove our main result. 
Proof. We know that the Chow ring of G 2 is generated by the c i 's. By lemma 3.4, we may prove that the relations above hold by checking them in the Chow ring of SO 4 . Now, by lemma 4.1, we obtain the relations below, where d is 0 in CH * BT , but it need not be 0).
were 0, we would have c 7 = 0, but this class maps to w
= 0, and therefore we must have d
It follows immediately that c 3 = c 5 = 0, and that all the relations stated in the theorem hold.
We prove now that these are the only relations. In other words, we consider an element P in the polynomial ring Z[C 2 , C 4 , C 6 , C 7 ] such that P (c 2 , c 4 , c 6 , c 7 ) = 0 and we show that P belongs to the ideal I generated by C 2 2 − 4C 4 , C 2 C 7 and 2C 7 .
Write P = Q + R where the variable C 2 does not appear in R (and appears in each monomial of Q). Since c 2 maps to 0 in mod 2 cohomology, the relation
. As c i = w 2 i , we conclude that the coefficients of R are 0 mod 2. Now, since 2C 7 ∈ I, we conclude that, modulo the ideal I, we may assume that R does not contain the variable C 7 .
Similarly, since C 2 C 7 ∈ I, we may assume mod I that Q does not contain the variable C 7 . So we only need to consider the case where P does not contain the variable C 7 at all.
Write the long division P = A(4C 4 −C 2 2 )+B, where A and B are polynomial in the variables C 2 , C 4 and C 6 with rational coefficients such that the degree of B in C 4 is 0 (ie B does not contain the variable
2 − 4C 4 is 1, we may write another long division and conclude that P is in fact divisible by
Remark 4.5. Working modulo 2, we have
and it follows that the cycle map to mod 2 cohomology is not injective: indeed its kernel is the ideal generated by c 2 . Note that c 2 restrict to 0 in the (integral) Chow ring of any elementary abelian 2-subgroup. §5. The groups G 2 (q).
This section is a bit of a digression. The reader who is mainly interested in the Chow ring of Spin 7 may skip it altogether. Nevertheless, we feel it appropriate to insert these results here, as they give an idea of the behavior of the whole G 2 family, as far as the ring of algebraic cycles in concerned. The complex algebraic group G 2 can be defined over Z, and thus for any ring R there is a group G 2 (R). In this section we shall be interested in the case of G 2 (k) where k is a finite field, which in group theory is traditionnally denoted by G 2 (q) where q is the order of k. Here to avoid confusion, we caution that we see G 2 (q) as an algebraic group over the complex numbers, as we may do for any finite group.
A definition is G 2 (q) is given in [7] . In what follows, we shall only need information on its 2-local structure, ie its 2-Sylow subgroups and its elementary abelian subgroups.
We let T denote a maximal torus (defined and split over Z) of the group scheme G 2 , we let N be its normalizer, and finally we let W denote the Weyl group. Thus for any field k, we have W = N (k)/T (k) and when k is algebraically closed, N (k) is indeed the normalizer in the group-theoretic sense of T (k) (see [12] , 3.2).
We have investigated the Chow rings of Chevalley groups, of which G 2 (q) is an example, in [12] . There we establish the following. 
If p = 3, we have at least
where ch
The situation when p = 2 is quite different, and we turn to this now. We shall consider a field k = F q with q ≡ 1 mod 4.
The Cárdenas-Kuhn theorem.
Let L ⊂ K ⊂ G be finite groups. They are said to form a closed system if every
In the following statement, h * denotes a "cohomological inflation functor" or "cohomological global Mackey functor": see [26] and [27] . Roughly, what is meant is any contravariant functor from finite groups to, say, graded F 2 -vector spaces, endowed with transfers from subgroups satisfying all the usual properties, including a projection formula of the form
as well as the double coset formula. Thus, or course,
, appendix. We could also take h * G = Chern * G, the smallest subring of H * (BG, F 2 ) containing all Chern classes and transfers of such, or the analogous subring of CH * BG ⊗ Z F 2 .
A proof can be found in [3] in the case of mod 2 cohomology. It can be formally transposed to the other choices of h * as above.
The mod 2 Chow ring of G 2 (q). Proof. The group G 2 (q) has two conjugacy classes of elementary abelian 2-subgroups, represented, say, by I and II where the normalizer E of I fits in the exact sequence
See [11] , 4.6, for all this. Moreover, E contains a 2-Sylow subgroup S of G 2 (q), and it follows from [15] , 2.4 and 7.1, that I ⊂ S ⊂ G 2 (q) and I ⊂ S ⊂ E are closed systems.
The invariants to consider are Dickson invariants:
and d i maps to D 
is injective and sends the Siefel-Whitney class w i as in the introduction to D i . It follows that the Chern class c i ∈ CH * BG 2 ⊗ Z F 2 restricts to d i ∈ CH * BI ⊗ Z F 2 , and we are done.
To prove the last statement, one only has to run through the argument above replacing throughout the Chow ring by its smallest subring containing all Chern classes and transfers of such. Since the Cárdenas-Kuhn theorem applies to this theory, and since the Chow ring of an elementary abelian group is generated by Chern classes, the result follows.
Corollary 5.4 -Unlike the situation when p is odd, the restriction
is not injective.
Proof. Compare Krull dimensions (or transcendance degrees).
Part II: The Chow ring of Spin 7 §6. Actions of G 2 and Spin(7)
Complexifications.
We shall need a few precise results on complexifications ( [6] , III, 8). If G is a compact Lie groups, we denote its complexification by G C . Recall that any representation G → GL n extends to G C . More precisely, we have the following proposition, in which A = tĀ−1 .
Proposition 6.1 -Let r : G → GL n be a faithful, real representation. Then r extends to a faithful representation of
Conversely, if G C is any algebraic subgroup of a GL n , and if G C is stable under the operation A → A, then G C is a complexification of the compact Lie group
See loc. cit. and exercise 8.8.7 there in particular.
Actions of G 2 .
The action of the compact group G 2 on V R preserves norms, and it will be very useful to us that G 2 acts transitively on pairs of orthogonal unit vectors: see [2] .
The vector space V C carries the standard quadratic form:
which is obtained by complexifying the standard inner product of V R = R 7 . This form is preserved by the action of G 2 . We let Q = {z ∈ V C : q(z) = 1}. Proof. The action of O 7 on Q is transitive. It follows that Q is a smooth, connected variety of (complex) dimension 6. We prove that the action of G 2 is transitive by showing that all the orbits are open.
Consider an element z = x + iy ∈ V C with x, y ∈ V R . The condition q(z) = 1 amounts precisely to x = y + 1 (Euclidean norms) and x ⊥ y.
Suppose first that y = 0. Since the compact group G 2 acts transitively on pairs of orthogonal vectors in S 6 , it follows that the orbit of z contains a real submanifold diffeomorphic to the unit tangent bundle of S 6 , so it has real dimension ≥ 11. But the orbit of z is a complex manifold and must have even real dimension. It follows that this orbit has real dimension 12 (complex dimension 6), so it is open in Q.
Now suppose that y = 0, so that z ∈ V R . We prove that the stabilizer of z is isomorphic to SL 3 . Since dim G 2 = 14 and dim SL 3 = 8, it will follow that the orbit of z has dimension 6 and is therefore open in Q, so the proof will be complete.
We may as well take z = e 1 , first vector in the standard basis of V R . The stabilizer of z under the action of O 7 is O 6 embedded in the obvious way. Since S = O 6 ∩G 2 is stable under the operation A → A, it follows from the proposition above that S is a complexification of S ∩ U (7) = O(6) ∩ G 2 ; in other words, the stabilizer in G 2 is a complexification of the stabilizer in G 2 . But the latter is an SU (3). Now we let C = {z = 0 ∈ V C : q(z) = 0}. Proof. Again, the action of O 7 is transitive, so that C is a smooth, connected variety. In fact, z = x + iy ∈ C if and only if x = y and x ⊥ y, and it is easy to see that C is diffeomorphic to T S 6 × R >0 where T S 6 is the unit tangent bundle of S 6 . In particular, C is 4-connected. We may argue as in the preceding proof to see that the orbits under G 2 are open, so that the action is transitive. Let S denote the stabilizer of e 1 , the first vector in the standard basis of V R .
The group S is simply-connected. Let H denote its radical, the maximal normal, solvable, connected subgroup. Then S/H is a semi-simple complex Lie group, and it is therefore the complexification of a compact Lie group G. It follows that π 2 (S/H) = 0, so that H is simply-connected.
The group S/H (or equivalently, the group G) is simply-connected, has rank less than or equal to 2 (which is the rank of G 2 ), and dimension less or equal to 8 (since C has complex dimension 6). From the classification, S/H is either SL 2 , SL 2 × SL 2 , or SL 3 .
The case SL 3 is impossible, since this group has dimension 8: it would follow that S = SL 3 and that Q and C are isomorphic algebraic varieties. However Q = O 7 /O 6 has the homotopy groups of S 6 and these do not fit into the exact sequence of homotopy groups associated to the fibration S 5 → T S 6 → S 6 . Thus Q and C are not even homotopy equivalent.
We shall rule out the case SL 2 × SL 2 as well. Since H is solvable, it is made up of succesive extensions by either G a or G m ; and since π 1 (H) = 0, it is easy to see that H is isomorphic to affine space as a variety. Hence S has the homotopy type of S/H. Consider the Serre spectral sequence associated to the fibration S → G 2 → C. This has E p,q 2 = H p (C, H q (S, Q)) and converges to H p+q (G 2 , Q). As C is 4-connected, all differentials vanish on E 0,3 r and we conclude that H 3 (S, Q) = H 3 (G 2 , Q) = Q. As a result, S/H can only be an SL 2 .
It remains to see that the extension H → S → S/H is split. Indeed, the action of G 2 on pairs of orthogonal vectors in S 6 having stabilizers SU (2), the action of G 2 must contain a copy of the complexification SL 2 in every stabilizer. This group is semi-simple and must have trivial intersection with the radical.
Actions of Spin(7).
We turn to Spin (7) and its action on the spin representation ∆ R . We write ∆ C or simply ∆ for ∆ R ⊗ R C. Let us fix a basis e 1 , . . . , e 8 of ∆ R such that the first seven of these vectors span a subspace isomorphic to V R as a representation of G 2 ⊂ Spin (7) (while e 8 is fixed by G 2 ). As before, Spin 7 preserves a quadratic form on ∆ C , and we can arrange for it to be the standard one by choosing the basis appropriately.
We still write q for this form. We define Q 7 and C 7 by analogy with Q and C above:
These are algebraic varieties in the 8-dimensional affine space ∆ C , and the upperscript gives the complex dimension. The propositions which follow are completely analogous to those in the previous section, and the proofs will be a little sketchy. , z = x + iy ∈ ∆ C with x, y ∈ ∆ R . Since the action of Spin(7) on S 7 ⊂ ∆ R is transitive, we may assume that either y = 0 or z = e 8 . In the former case we use the fact that the action of Spin (7) is transitive on pairs of orthogonal unit vectors in ∆ R ; in the latter case we argue that the stabilizer of e 8 has to be the complexification of G 2 . In either case this is completely analogous to 6.2.
Proof of 6.5. We leave it to the reader to prove that the action is transitive.
Let S be the stabilizer of a point z with q(z) = 0. By proceeding exactly as in 6.3, things come down to identifying a semi-simple, 1-connected algebraic group S/H as SL 3 . In fact, S is simply-connected, and as a result its radical H is simply-connected as well, so it does not contain a torus, and we may find a Levi subgroup L such that S = H ⋊ L.
Let us prove first that S, and thus S/H or L, contains a copy of SL 3 . Indeed, consider z = (1 + i)e 1 + (1 − i)e 8 : this is stabilized at least by the copy of SU (3) in the compact group G 2 which fixes e 1 , and the claim follows.
Thus L has rank between 2 and 3 and dimension between 8 and 14 (since the dimension of Spin 7 is 21 and Spin 7 /S has dimension 7). Suppose that L has rank 3. The reductive subgroups of maximal rank in Spin 7 are known up to local isomorphism ( [5] ): either L has the type of Spin(5) × G m (which is not semi-simple), or that of Spin(6) (which has dimension 15), or finally it could have the type of (SL 2 ) 3 (which is not simple and thus gives the wrong rational cohomology, as in 6.3). Therefore L must have rank 2 and contain SL 3 .
We conclude that L is either SL 3 or G 2 ; but L = G 2 = S would imply that Q 7 and C 7 are diffeomorphic, which they are not. §7. Stratification of ∆.
In this section, we implement the "stratification method", which was first used by Vezzosi [24] , and later by Vistoli [25] and Molina-Vistoli [19] . The idea is essentially as follows. One makes use of the equivariant Chow rings CH * G X introduced by Edidin-Graham in [9] buiding on Totaro's construction in [23] , for any algebraic group G and any variety X endowed with an action of G; when X is reduced to a point, CH * G (point) = CH * BG. These have the same formal properties as ordinary Chow groups.
The starting point of the stratification method is the fact that CH * G W = CH * BG for any representation W of G (which is a G-equivariant vector bundle over a point, hence the isomorphism). Then, one uses the localisation exact sequence:
which one gets for any G-invariant closed subvariety Y of codimension c in W . For instance, if the action is transitive on both Y = G/H 1 and W − Y = G/H 2 , then we can gain precious information on CH * BG by using the elementary isomorphism CH * G (G/H i ) = CH * BH i : hopefully the subgroups H i , which are smaller than G, may each have a Chow ring which is already known.
However, the action will typically not be transitive on W − Y , so one has to look for a closed orbit and repeat the process: hence the term "stratification".
We shall now carry this out in the case of Spin 7 and its spin representation ∆. We follow rather closely the method used in [19] for the groups O n .
Notations. In what follows, we shall write c i (∆), resp. c i (V ), for the i-th Chern class of ∆ C , resp. V C , in the Chow ring of Spin 7 . They both restrict to the element c i in the Chow ring of G 2 .
Two exact sequences.
The first arrow in the localization sequence:
is multiplication by c 8 (∆), so we draw
This fits into another localization sequence, where U = ∆ C − (C 7 ∪ {0}):
Our task is to identify the terms in this sequence.
The term CH * Spin 7
U .
Consider first the map p :
There is an action of Z/2 × Spin 7 on G m × Q 7 obtained by extending the action of Spin 7 trivially on G m and setting ǫ · (t, z) = (−t, −z), where ǫ generates the factor Z/2. The action of Z/2 alone is free and the quotient is precisely U , with quotient map p; therefore we have
We may extend the action of Z/2 × G 2 to A 1 × Q 7 in the obvious way and then consider the exact sequence:
Again the first arrow here is multiplication by the top Chern class of the representation obtained by composing the projection Z/2 × Spin 7 → Z/2 and the non-trivial character of Z/2. Calling it α, it follows that
It follows from proposition 6.4 that the action of Z/2 × Spin 7 on Q 7 is transitive. The stabilizers are isomorphic to Z/2 × G 2 embedded in Z/2 × Spin 7 thus:
(
where τ generates the kernel of Spin 7 → SO 7 . We note:
so that, finally, CH * Spin 7
From proposition 6.5, the action of Spin 7 on C 7 is transitive with stabilizer H ⋊ SL 3 . The group H is solvable and simply connected, so as a variety it is an affine space. Therefore the map BSL 3 → B(H ⋊ SL 3 ) induced by inclusion has fibres isomorphic to affine space, and thus CH * B(H ⋊ SL 3 ) = CH * BSL 3 . So we draw CH
Conclusion.
Thus far, the exact sequence in the introduction to this section has been identified as:
Remark 7.1. A couple of comments are in order here. First, we shall let the reader unwind all the definitions and verify that j * may be identified with the restriction map induced by the inclusion G 2 → Spin 7 . Likewise, i * can be seen as the map induced by the inclusion SL 3 → Spin 7 (notice that c 8 (∆) restricts to 0 in CH * BSL 3 , see below). However, it would not be proper to call i * the "transfer" from SL 3 : indeed, this subgroup does not have finite index in Spin 7 .
We nevertheless have a projection formula between i * and i * . We shall use it in CH * BSpin 7 in the form i * (xi * (y)) = i * (x)y mod (c 8 (∆)). Now, the representation ∆ C splits up, as an SL 3 -module, as the direct sum of a trivial module and W ⊕ W * , where W is the standard representation of SL 3 . From this we draw i ] by 1, x 2 , x 3 and x 2 x 3 . If we put ξ 1 = i * (1), ξ 3 = i * (x 2 ), ξ 4 = i * (x 3 ) and ξ 6 = i * (x 2 x 3 ), we conclude from the projection formula that the image of i * is the ideal generated by ξ 1 , ξ 3 , ξ 4 , ξ 6 . Moreover we have:
Proof. (See [19] .) The element i * (1) corresponds to [C 7 ] ∈ CH In particular, it follows from this and the relation i * (c 2 ) = 2x 2 that 2ξ 3 = 0. Let us summarize the information gathered in this section:
The Chow ring of Spin 7 is generated by the classes c 2 , c 4 , c 6 , c 7 , c 8 (∆) and ξ 3 , ξ 4 , ξ 6 . We have the relation 2ξ 3 = 0 and
Remark 7.4. Consider the subring B generated by c 4 (V ) and c 6 (V ). From the computations above, we notice that the kernel of the restriction map from CH * BSpin 7 /(c 8 (∆)) to CH * BG 2 is the submodule generated over B by ξ 3 , ξ 4 , and ξ 6 . §8. Input from Brown-Peterson cohomology.
Torsion.
Let α ∈ Spin(7) be the element of order two giving "the outer automorphism of SO(6) which becomes inner in SO(7)" as in [2] , p34. (In standard notations on Clifford algebras, α = e 6 e 7 .) This element normalizes the copy of Spin 6 contained in Spin 7 , and together they generate a subgroup Spin 6 ⋊ Z/2 which contains the full normaliser of a maximal torus in Spin 7 . Since Spin 6 = SL 4 has a torsion-free Chow ring, we conclude as before using theorem 3.1 that
Therefore, there is little loss of information in considering
instead of the integral Chow ring (indeed, additively, there is none).
Remark 8.2. The lemma above also follows from general principles. That is, torsion elements in the Chow ring of an algebraic group G are always killed by the "torsion index", which in the case of Spin 7 is 2: see [22] for details.
Brown-Peterson cohomology.
We shall use the natural map defined for any complex algebraic variety by Totaro (see [23] and the references there):
where BP denotes the Brown-Peterson spectrum at the prime 2. Recall that
with v i of degree −2(2 i − 1). The BP -cohomology of BSpin 7 has been studied by Kono and Yagita, see [14] and also [21] . To state their result, we need to introduce some notations. If R is a ring and the x i 's are indeterminates, we write R[x i ] for the ring of polynomials with coefficients in R, while R x i denotes the free R-module with basis given by the x i 's; if the x i 's live in an R-algebra S, resp. an R-module M , the notations imply that they are algebraically, resp. linearly, independant over R. We use the notation R{x i } for the (non necessarily free) submodule of M generated over R by the x i 's. Thus for example, R[x]{x} = R[x] x means the (non unitary) ring of polynomials without constant terms.
We let E * , * r be the r-th page of the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence
Finally, the letter w i will denote any element in H * (BSpin 7 , Z (2) ) whose reduction mod 2 is the Siefel-Whitney class which we also denote by w i (we take it as part of the result that follows that w i can be lifted this way). Note that w 8 is the top Stiefel-Whitney class of ∆, while the others refer to V R .
Then Kono and Yagita prove the following: ∞ by x 0 = 1, x 4 = 2w 4 , etc. To prove the relation 2x 6 = 0, we note that BP * BSpin 7 ⊗ BP * Q = H * (BSpin 7 , Q), and this is a polynomial ring in the Pontryagin classes c 2 (V ), c 4 (V ), c 6 (V ), sox 6 must be torsion. However, lemma 8.1 applies here, since it relies solely on theorem 3.1, and in turn this result has an obvious analog for any cohomology h * : indeed BG is a stable retract of BN , so h * (BG) is a direct summand in h * (BN ). There are several ways of picking thex i 's, and some choices are more natural than others: for example if we have a class in BP * BSpin 7 which under the cycle map to H * (BSpin 7 , Z (2) ) gives 2w 4 , we may take it forx 4 . This is clearly not possible for v 1 w 8 , but it is feasible in all the other cases: indeed Yagita has shown that we could take c 2 (∆), c 4 (∆), c 6 (∆) forx 4 ,x 8 ,x 12 respectively. Moreover, we can take c 4 (V ), c 6 (V ), c 7 (V ) and c 8 (∆) forw Thus we obtain the following proposition. Before stating it, we introduce some Notations. From now on, whenever it will make a formula easier to read, we shall write c i for c i (V ) and c Proof. The class c 4 (∆) − c 4 (V ) restricts to 0 in the Chow ring of G 2 , and we deduce from the results of the previous section that c 4 (∆) − c 4 (V ) = aξ 4 for an integer a. The last proposition implies then that a is odd. The argument for c 6 (∆) − c 6 (V ) is similar, and the rest is clear.
Remark. In the course of the following proof, we shall show that a = 3 and b = 1. §9. Final steps Multiplicative relations.
Proposition 9.1 -The following relations hold in CH * (BSpin 7 ) (2) , where δ i = 0 or 1 (i = 1, 2).
(1) ξ 
